Annex G
From: Bettina Schleidt <bettina.schleidt@gmx.de>
Subject: Re: Your question via FB
Date: 7 February 2016 at 13:56:47 GMT
To: David Monks <djmelec1@gmail.com>
HI David,
you may use the following part (without my personal comments to you), but I
would like to encourage you to talk about my personal statement in private talks
and from person to person... good luk, best regards, Tina

As team manager (in the group of all team managers) in the meeting we
ﬁrst got background information what happened with the Mil2 and the fuel
ﬁlter (and why) the belarussians planned to use for the Nav event. Then
we were asked by the chief judge and jury what we would think of the idea
to let the belarussians ﬂy the nav event separately. The jury clearly handed
over the decision what to do in this situation to us as team representatives
and were very clear about this! I was together with one other country the
only one that voted against this idea. I proposed to NOT judge/value the
nav event that took part so far and so to try to "heal" that the belarussians
could not ﬂy (not their fault). This was the mandate I had after several
discussions with my teams. For us it was a clear thing that in an
(international) championship with clear rules and regulations you can not
let some of the crews ﬂy one course and some others ﬂy another course
under different conditions/time/weather (even if it was promised to us in the
meeting that the two courses would be very similiar - how this??) - and
what about communication about the course..
Unfortunately for example the chinese guys understood my (hopefully)
constructive comments as being "unsportsmanlike".. and when I discussed
it afterwards with Irina she said: All the teams trained so many years to
take part in the championships and the nav event... how can you propose
to not let them ﬂy or not to assess the event at all?? This statement
showed me that she did not understand my/our concerns. For me/us it was
and is mainly a question of fairness, comparability and professionalism and we do not talk about a training camp but an international
championship with intl standards.
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